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GMB MEMBERS ON G4S DWP CONTRACT
CORONAVIRUS UPDATE
Dear Member
Since the outbreak of the Covid-19 virus G4S and GMB (the only trade union recognised by
G4S Secure Solutions) have been working together to ensure the health and welfare of all
employees on the DWP contract are being maintained.
Regular meetings are held between G4S and GMB to ensure we are reacting appropriately
to this ever changing situation. If any G4S employee has any concerns around Covid-19
then please raise them through your GMB representative so these issues can be addressed.
As the virus spreads through society and more people are forced to self-isolate, GMB and
G4S have been in discussion and making representation to the DWP, Cabinet Office and
Ministers to ensure we protect the finances of those staff most seriously affected.
We are pleased to announce that the following agreement has been reached between
G4S and GMB.


Any employee told to self-isolate due to coronavirus will receive Company sick pay or
SSP from day 1 as per their terms and conditions.



Any employee over 70 years old has been advised to self-isolate and will receive full
pay from day 1 for the period of self-isolation



Any employee who falls into the ‘extremely vulnerable’ population defined by the
Government and has been advised to practice ‘shielding’, will receive full pay from
day 1 for the period of self-isolation. Anyone in this population should contact the HR
Advisory team at MAC.SSUK@uk.g4s.com to advise this is the case.



Any employee who is scheduled to work over the Easter Bank holiday will receive
double pay and a days in holiday in lieu for each day worked

The GMB and G4S will continue to work together to protect all DWP staff, if any employee
is suffering detriment due to Covid-19 we will look at each case individually and provide
support where possible.

Roger Jenkins
GMB National Officer
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